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Somewhere between the earth and moon
there poetry begins
where orbits twirl in harmony
there music is let in
and where the clouds
are lost in space
where galaxies
and planets race
an artist is begun
and all the three
are lost in one.
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TANNERY GLEN WATERFALL

Spilling off the caprock
pounding when in full swell

What brain considered
papery membranaceous wings

Laving gently in mother touches
when the summer's hot
and fields above are parched

And measured time
flowing with the temperate rains
in seasonless monotony

ChilJed by hemlock shade
and fleecy falls

I cast the fractured fossiled frond
back to the undeciphered heap

My childhood haunt Tannery glen
in black shale cut

The problem's not a child's to solve
and better left a mystery
companion to a riddle
shared with unprotesting friend

Broad pavements sheeted o'er with silent flow
a wader's ecsiasy release
Here a stony prow a'thwart I sit
and press into the whited surge
between wild tumbled slabs
and fallen boles of forest patriarchs

Came back I did a youth
a lover's tryst considering
New meanings in surnames carved
moss encroached above the upper falls

Keeping secrets of color-dappled trout
for lads who defile not nor mar
nor seek to alter cause or course

Abe Lincoln's time they loved
how did they fare
I care where once 't was curiosity

I sense the pulse of flashing wings

Then my joy to while away
the Sabbath afternoons alone

silent within reverberating gotge
Still as a q.-ucifix lest I disturb the hummer's path
among the dangled ornaments
o'erhanging a narrow shore
Who gave the eye such powers
to judge the rainbow hues upon its throat
against the spotted jewelweed
Or print upon the mind the savage rush
of fin rising from his lair
to seize a struggling nymph
dislodged upon the water's face

And who beheld the carbon age
when diamon-studded coaly trunk
now resting in James Smithson's wond'rous hall
an equisetous arbor made

4 I H. 0. Olney

But now a strange demanding restlessness
has torn me from the deep sweet satisfaction
of this favored place
Nor is there any other
or name but one
will quench the haunting loneliness within
Cruel ttansition
will it rob me of my virgin joys
And break forever trancy union
wild sensate mystic apperceptions
No

So fine tonight, so
Distant. Who can say something
New about the stars?

Night came, the leaves closed,
An insignificant bug
Hid beneath the bark.

THE CLOUDS

An arm reached in from the cold,
And not a crack could escape the searching fingers.
I cowered from its smothering grasp,
But as they touched they disappeared.

6 IN. Barker, L. Spooner, B. Campbell

pink ponders as
mauve musters up the courage for
blue to blurt out that
white wishes for
black to blend, and
yellow yearns for
grey .
chartreuse shrugs its shoulders at
greens grumbling that
red is radical when actually
silver is sadistic and
lilac is liberal.
orange offends purple who is proud
but maroon manages to remain humble.
tan turns its back on the
brown who birthed it.
black wishes to blend with
white who has wandered away
and people plead for
gray.

D. DeJong
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sky blue and few clouds
air clear and fresh with smell of new flowers
life in its essence and I alone
just walking and observing that's all. why?

RM.

kicking small rocks and twigs out of my way,
wrecking nature's pattern
pulling leaves off of a bush nearby
pulling
pulling
pulling up
turfs of grass with long

I
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blades with s
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edges

cutting my fingers
cool, crimson blood
running down my finger
why?

8 I S. Brady

ON A DESERTED BEACH DURING A SUMMER NIGHT
A warm breeze
The gentle, dark sky
Stars to gaze at
The ocean to listen to.
Here I will slide my feet
Through the sand
As I walk by myself
With my thoughts.
The greatness and the simple majesty
Of it all
Will cause me to wonder and marvel
At Creation.
I will understand once again that life
Is a wondrous, beautiful puzzle
Where the pieces fit
Beyond my vision
A special understanding revealed to me
Pricelessly
In these moments.
And my heart
Will sing.
Peacefully.

K. Ivery / 9

FIRST SNOWFALL '70
Excited voices in the hall
Metamorphised me from my sleep
Snow! Snow!
It is dripping, dropping again this year.
Swirling again - alive first time in months.
Exaggerated Californians,
Frenzied Floridians,
All gathered in a huddle
Nose upward, eyes large as bottle caps.
Exalted men , chattering like children
All lost in the amazed whitened wonder.
Knowledgeable New Yorkers
Experienced Northerners
As stirred as their southern friends
They greet the surprising drift with satisfaction
And laugh with the swirling specks
As they tumble to the earth.
Snow! Snow!
It is appearing again
Its dripping fingers touching earth
Snow, snow, hitting warm ground
Perhaps a bit too early
Initiating another year
Congeals with ground and is gone.

10 I S. Longacre

THE FEEL OF WINTER
Winter sleeps in burrowed holes. It rests amid the tainted snow, the
sleepy hollow, the covered leaves, where daylight seeps through the lazy
sylvan timber. It is the tired eyes of a senile man, the declining days of a
glorious era, and the end of a long hard trail.
Winter is a discontented heart. It leaves no room for consolation and
covets all the sorrow in its icy arms. Winter caresses the ghastly shadows
with weeping tears from the somber clouds on a December day, or 1t
whispers with the whining wind a word of gloom to the happy heart.
When the burning sun dips into the cool ocean and darkness covers
the leaden sky, winter is not far off smiling in the reflection of a frozen
rill, or dancing with the light flakes of snow falling into a hidden meadow.
For it seems that these are winter's playmates, and its joy is seen in the
gleam of lightening that streaks across the murky sky or heard in the
thunder of laughter that bellows through the mist.
Winter is a friend I once knew who taught me more in one season
than could a thousand summers. When no one else would hear my troubles,
when no one else would share my sorrow, when no one else would stand
beside me, winter was there to say "I understand." I have learned much
from winter. I realized for the first time in my life that there is a place for
discontentment in everyone's life just as there is a place for winter in every
year. Without the snows that winter settles on the mountains there would
be no fresh spring to water the thirsty land in summer. Life, like the year,
is not complete without a winter.
To frisk through the freshly fallen snow, to leave a boot print in
the crisp white powder, to let the icy numbness touch the soul is to
befriend a winter day. But when the first buds of spring shoot up through
the slush of the melted snow, winter flees as the night from the dawn to
hide through the long days of warmth until its turn comes again to chase
the sun into the chilly sea.

8. Young

I
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butterflies of thought
flutter and are trapped
in the cobwebs of my mind.

Fingerlike tendrils penetrate my mind,
Tickling new frontiers of thought,
Opening wide untouched horizons.
I explore and gingerly attempt
To grasp new thoughts ...
Logically, rationally, imaginatively, impossibly,
And questioningly ponder the probable implications
Until another fingerlike tendril
Unveils new territory to explore.

OBSERVATION OF A CITY

When I see pinks and blues
And silhouettes of trees
And lower places with lights
And life is there
And I am here,
I want to burst the seams of gravity
And fly.

12 IC. McCoy, V. Bender, S. Barr
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GLIMPSES OF A DAY'S LIFE

Up
On a kite
Feeling
The
Wind blowing
Down
By a hole
Waking
The
Shadows sleeping
Over
At the pond
Watching
The
Swans swimming
Under
By the bridge
Hearing
The
Railroad thundering

14 I S. Longacre

There
With a vision
Seeing
My
Love walking
Here
With a heart
Hearing
The
Self uttering
There
With an emotion
Enduring
The
Tears coming
On
Down by bed
Praying
The
Hurt going.

Apt as a meadow lark
the flowing grass
frolicks in the early spring breeze.
A bird glides silently through the air
totally unaware of the problems the world faces.
The war drums sounding in the distance .. .
with the building fury of a storm
young men shedding their blood
For the prestige and to display the power
of their country.

Why?
we can't conceive the answer in our limited minds
we are only human What's one life to another?
Oh ... for peace that would last for brotherhood ever true .. .
Life is real, meaningful and alive.
But, to experience life with true appreciation
love for all mankind is essential . . .
We must exist in our habitats
peacefully as the soft flowing grass.

D. Browne

I
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THE CONQUEST
The picture pulsed plunged
Flickered faltered but yet showed
MAN on the moon And a group
Of a hundred massed before
The blinking tube to watch the
Achievement
Within the glass screen
White blobs like kangaroos float-bounced
Back and forth and most times
Off to leave nothing but a deserted
Desert horizon which appeared
White below black even in color
Sounds from the speaker
Squawked and hissed and emitted outbursts of
Technical jargon most often not
Understandable to the enraptured audience But
Man was speaking from the moon And
As he planted the American flag
Before the watching eye of the camera
The Americans ooh-ed and aah-ed their pride
And cheered their achievement
And some cried
Behind the TV a small boy
Up past his bed time
Bored by meaningless white blobs and
Senseless noise and as unaware of the
Audience before which he stood as it was
Of him studied a word ANT.
On the back of the set and
After puzzling over its pronunciation for
A goodly while shrieked with delight
At the discovery that it spelled ant

16 I P. Cox

Everyone asks you questions
Some want really to know
0 the rs just polite
Which way does the river flow?
From what angle do you see?
Which way does it go for you?
All these and many more
And you answer all but one:
Who are you?

J. Dumont I 17
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BE WARY AND SET UPON THE WAY
Be wary and set upon the way
Young men are aging in the new;
Cling always to the light of day.
Upon the light dark shadows prey
Day's sweet warmth is slipping in night's cold dew,
Be wary and set upon the way.
Youth departs upon light's lase ray
Wherein the younger men still do
Cling always to the light of day.
The hidden tears are sheathed away,
Youth trembles at the time she must too
Be wary and set upon the way.
Youth dies hard and denies decay
Her passing life is futilely struggling to
Cling always to the light of day .
Youth is leaving and does not delay
'Tis a pity her withering hand is making you
Be wary and set upon the way,
Cling always to the light of day .

S. Longacre

I 19

POETRY I KNOW
Why must I go?
Unbalanced, toppling so?
Why should sickness evoke
Such a cumbersome yoke?
I feel a feeling far from real
My heart should be flesh.

instead steel.

All feeling I follow
Too often so shallow
Far dangerous to cry
When my thought is If
Disease swallows it's bait alive
When heart is resigned no longer to strive.
Must I fly to my pen
And dash every feeling -yen?
My poetry evolves only when down
Is art only forced in time of frow n ?
Are my black times such stimuli,
As to make a poet of me lest I die,
Do no times of go odness sh o w
Tha t a mo r e kindl y poetry I c o u ld kn o w?

We must gather up sticks and stones
To protect ourselves and our friends.
"God is our refuge and our strength,"
We must preserve things the way they are.
"Though the earth remove, we will not be afraid."
Because if we change things, we could trigger disaster.
"The God of Jacob is for us a refuge strong and sure."
I close the Psalter,
Confused.

20 IS. Longacre, G. Lauderdale

CASTLE OF THE ALOOF
Rays of sun illumine the shades
which no one bothered to open
to cast your eyes beyond to
the source of all radiant beauty
Out to the brilliant green,
cover the sleepy countryside
with your blanket of peace
Go find all who hide.
Float out on the mirror sea
to the rebellious life of the deep.
You will see its moving beauty
Always changing, never asleep.
Ah! but I am not where I see
I starve, wishing to share the food.
My very spirit dies here inside;
I reap the harvest of being so protective.

J. Dumont I 21

THE UNIVERSAL SOLDIER
I see the soldier fighting
Brave, fearless, bold.
He may not ask the question why,
But does as he is told.
I see the soldier hungry.
But he doesn't stop to eat
He doesn't understand this war
But he knows that freedom is sweet.
I see the soldier running
Through the thick jungle way.
He runs to seek his fellow man
Whom he will kill today.
I see the soldier weaken
As he falls down on his knee

I see the soldier weeping
He hopes no one will see.
I see the soldier lying
His uniform is red
I see the soldier dying No. I see the soldier dead.

22 IR. Coleman

A superficial religious exper ience
is not sufficient .. .
why turn onto a temporary high
is 'mother nature' your God
what will you try next
isn't it enough to say I believe in God
There's nothing wrong with t hat
truth is the answer,
why bother to experiment
so people seem strange and treat you as a stranger ...
Does that make smoking justified
enjoyment doesn't lead to satisfaction,
but to a psychological and physical high with one drawback . . .
a false substitution for a true religious,
meaningful life.
be different
don't submit to society's standards
But, the difference could be in life eternally
it's your thing, make it or break it
The past is dead .. .
the future immeasurable.
tragedy belongs to the undeserving and unbelieving
so - take warning ...

D. Browne / 23

WORDS
Lord, words are cruel
they bruise, they crush, they wound
Dear Lord, they are bitter.
For what we say follows us
and what we hear hurts us tomorrow
and the day after the day
forever
There once was a Word
that never crushed the soul,
nor never bruised the Spirit
And this Word dwelt amongst men
and oh God how badly we abused Him.
We don't know good words when we hear them.
But the Word speaks words to hear
for those who have good ears.
Forgive us Lord,
and tune our ears.

as the rain
so are we
buoyed by our aspirations
till our minds
become heavy with thoughts
and fall
to be absorbed
by the ground
of society

POLLUTED
I think green
is awfully nice
but I haven't seen
it lately
All I see are grays and browns
and somedays even black.
But I still think green
is awfully nice
tho ugh I haven't seen
it lately.

24 I D. Wallis, M. Olney, D. Wallis

A KIKAMBA GREETING TRANSLATED

"How are you?"
"Just fine.''
"How is your wife?"
"Yes, she is well."
"And the children?"
"Fine, fine."
"Yes and how are the crops?"
"They are good."
"Yes, did you hear that the floods destroyed
Simioni's garden?"
"Oh yes, I lost my whole corn crop from that
flood and all my grain seed was washed away."
"Really?"
"Yes, and my wife is sick with coughing, because
she was trying to save the grain bin."
"What about the rest of the village?"
"Oh, when the snake spits into the eye the
whole body is poisoned."
"That is not good."
"Well, how are you?"
"Fine, fine."

GOSSIP

A subtle slander stained my soul
And a part of my self had been buried

8. Campbell, L. Schwab
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THE GAME

Heat.
Shimmering waves of a vertical ocean
ascend from the playing field turf.
The sun is
high in the sky and reflections bounce from one-way
sunglasses, car windows, and golden high gloss band
instruments_ Sitting on the bottom row, head cradled delicately between sweating palms, eyes earthward suggest ing concentration, I am unaware of the
slowly filling stands. Questions rise and crash like
green foaming waves against a seawall. Slowly the
questions give way. Nothing . Then it is time and I
am jerked from reverie by the sound of my name.
We are defending the east goal, which will give
their goalie the sun in the fourth quarter; they will
kick-off. As I spring onto the green and brown field,
the ground yields to my dance. Distant shouts reach
my ears but don't record distinct impressions. Words
of encouragement and enthusiasm from teammates
seem incongruous in the pastoral brightness of a Saturday afternoon. My upper leg muscles feel finely
tuned as if they have been given the same labor of
love the little white haired man had performed on
the piano strings, our baby grand in the Iiving room,
giving them by his familiar touch a perfect harmony.
The piercing shrill of a whistle snaps my attention.
The length of the sound hangs over the field and
gives the whole scene an aspect of suspended animation.
No one moves as the sound floats thinner
thinner thinner in and around the waiting players.
It is a giant chessboard with the pieces waiting longingly for action while a hand hovers, pauses, before
descending. Or a pair of dice rolling, turning, cavorting as faces peer at you from the numbers and wink
knowingly in a roll that goes on forever .
Then a movement. I notice it out of the corner of
my eye and my body responds before I am aware of
telling it to do so. I move sharply left to meet the
man in crimson and for an eternal moment we are
reflected in one another's pupils. Rule 'numero uno'
--Don't Commit Yourself (fortunately soccer is a
little different than the game of life) . But I am
anxious and lunge for the ball suspended on his foot
like a balloon attached to a crazy clown's size twenty
shoe. Making a delicate Nureyev turn, he slides to
the right as my movement and inertia carry me past
him. Turning quickly while the crowd groans in
unison and setting my lips in a tight straight line I
concentrate on his rear profile and move in. Gaining
speed and hitting him as he turns to avoid a tackle, I
time my jump over his outstretched right leg and
kick the ball hard enough to send it to a waiting
teammate who by a slight smile shows the man in
crimson he is in for a long afternoon.
It is the secret smile of comradeship; of sweat,
26

running, corded stomachs, tanned bodies bared to the
waist unifying themselves physically, mentally, and
emotionally for distant battles. This is the smile;
the day is won.
The ball leaves the foot of the smiling boy as I
sprint downfield. We have an appointment and rush
to meet one another heading up two converging
tangents of an isosoles triangle, neither wanting to be
late. It's like accepting a gift being proffered me.
The ball receives the companionship of my cleated
boot. Ahead and to the left dances a blue and white
jersey: I must remember that. Picking up speed, a
red flash fills my vision. Lifting the ball gently into
the air, the slashing hungry angry shoe and leg miss
it by inches (nice try!). I want to stop and tell him
so, place my hand under the crook of his elbow and
condescendingly help him regain his normal position,
but I'm late. The gaping goalmouth beckons while
the goalie leaps about like an estatic marionette.
By now, two stalwarts of the red defensive line
approach menacingly. Wait. Don't panic. Smile
sardonically. Taunt. Let the mammoths come, let
them feel victory, let them taste their vicious scissors
tackle. Then take it away, slowly, ever • so• slowly.
Remove the luscious grapes they're hungrily jumping
for. It's simply a matter of waiting until the precise moment and remaining cool, nonchalant. ...... .
NOW!! The ball waits motionless while the foot,
turned so that the instep faces the ball and beyond
it a waiting blue and white player, moves in a short
quick arc and meets the sphere squarely.
As the ball moves between the lunging lurching
contorted bodies, I push off hard with my left foot
and avoid the full impact of their charge. I'll let
them fight over the small space which held my body.
A vicious knee sinks into my thigh and an angry foot
slaps my shin but they're not revenged. My body
accepts their punishment leaving them cursing and
grounded watching my taunting buttocks.
The left wing has received my pass and is wending
his way up the enemy's right flank. A hairy overgrown fullback shaped like a medieval castle comes
out and challenges him to personal combat, which
he gladly accepts. I use this diversion to recover my
balance and make for the far side of the net, to be in
position for the cross which is sure to come. Yes, I
have faith in our left winger. Waiting about the eighteen yard line so I can run and meet the ball, my mind
registers two opposing knights between me and the
combat raging on my left.
Then the ball is swiftly rising toward the goal area.
The two fullbacks jump but to no avail as they are

caught badly out of pos1t1on. The goalie takes three
quick steps toward the oncoming ball but hesitates
when he sees that the flight of the ball is curving in a
gentle outward arc away from the goal. I'm already
moving, concentrating fiercely on the black and white
sphere. The only other thought which is quickly receding into my subconsciousness is the backward
retracing steps the goalie has taken to the middle of
the goalmouth. Judging the distance to the ball my
feet automatically push hard against stable turf, as a
sprinter uses his starting blocks, sending my body in a
slightly upward inclined horizontal path. My eyes are
riveted to the ball until the last second before impact.
The goalie has been watching intently this sudden
turn of events and is frozen in an anticipatory
crouch: arms outstretched, knees flexed, muscles
knotted for the final lunge. He is hoping against
hope that this lanky figure in blue will choke and
send the ball in any one of a hundred possible
directions save his sanctified domain. Yet, he can't

be sure; he must be ready for the worst possibility.
The ball meets my head at the dark curly hairline
and instantly is sent in a new direction, screaming
checkmate, as a queen rushes in to an unexpected
position, which is only the end move of a long chain
which could have had innumerable variations. It
moves straight toward the upper-left hand corner of
the waiting net as the goalie leaps like a desperate
outfielder after an elusive fly ball.
My hands touch ground almost simultaneously
with my knees, and muscles relax to absorb the ~hock
as a not so jubilant fullback lands full sweating bulk
on top, uttering obscenities, confirming the goal.
Jumping up, arms stretched straight to the sky, my
own personal I-just-made-a-goal sign, I feel the congratulations from the wildly gesticulating crowd and
the pounding of jubilant teammates. Pounding pounding - pound · pound.
"Hey, come on man, shake it off, we got a game
to play. You goin' to sit on the bench all afternoon?"

S. George I 27

Thoughts - interrupted
By the gurgling pipes while
The bed sheets rustle
As a restless roommate sighs.
Slowly sound usurps my mind.

BREAKFAST
There without warning
my coffee in the morning
assures me I am.

THE LIBRARY
Row upon row
book upon book
does anyone ever use them?
Chair upon chair
head upon head
does anyone ever use them?

28
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Campbell, D. Wallis, D. Wallis
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WALTER AND THE FLIES
Whenever Walter wanted flies
He always used to cross his eyes
It n ever failed to bring them in
Enough to fill the downstairs bin .
But once when Walter wanted flies
And had as usual crossed his eyes
And he had brought in quite enough
He found out that his eyes were stuck
It brought to Walter some surprise
He shook his feet and squeezed his ties
He rolled his shirt into a ball
And threw a slow curve at the wall
He blew a bubble, beat his chest
He tied his shoes with fierceness
But still the flies came pouring in
A million and more and more again
They flew in the window and filled up the house
They piled up the chimney and forced out the mouse.
Said Walter from underneath the stuff
"I think that I have had enough."

30
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AN ESSAY ON THE NONSENSE POEM

This essay is about nonsense poetry and its thesis
is-: there is an art to writing nonsense poetry just
as there is an art to writing epic poc,:ms or sonnets or
love ballads. The writing of nonsense poetry has its
rules, laws, ramifications, mores, restrictions and no
nos just as do the· other forms of literature. Furthermore, I want to reveal to the world once and for all
just why all nonsense poets always sit at their desks
happily, a gleam of power in their shining eyes.
Now when I speak of nonsense poetry what am
I referring to? The best (and perhaps only) way I
can explain what I mean when I say "nonsense
poetry" is by referring you to two sources. These
are:
the poetry included in Alice in Wond.erland
and Through the Looking Glass by Lewis Carroll
and the poems that I have written. In fact I know
of no other published poetry that fits into this
nonsensical category I am writing about,
(You may have noticed that I ended the last
sentence with a comma, a mark of punctuation
usually reserved for other grammatical usage. You
may allow me this liberty as I am, as I have openly
acknowledged, a writer of nonsense).
I am going to plunge right in and tell you the
rules of writing nonsense in the order that they come
into my head. The first rule that I think of (and
one that is constantly before me at my writing
desk) is, Never use modern terms. Aged terms fit
delightfully but modern terms will never do. Nothing can wrack a nonsense poem that is going along
good so devastatingly as can the imposition of a
modern term. Some examples of modern terms are:
pollution, Bayer aspirin, electric range, Plymouth,
industrial, interstate, supermarket. Such words have
no place in a nonsense poem. Why? The answer is
not patently clear but I thin' I know the reason.
It is because a nonsense poem is for fun and for
escape from harsh everyday realities. All of the terms
I am calling modern are associated with harsh every·
day realities to most people. These things are not
humorous at all. So, make your selections of words
very carefully. Always "kettle" over "tupperware",
"vinegar" over "chloraseptic", "wagon" over "auto·
mobile", "villain" over "gangster", "Zulabar" over
"Detroit".
There are other guite important rules of the nonsense genre. I wish I could think of them. Oh yes,
you cannot be !QQ nonsensical. If your poem is too
·crazy then the reader will not be able to get anything
out of it. No, your nonsense poem must have a

logical form. Inside your logical framework you may
write as crazily as your imagination is able to craze,
but do not neglect the logical framework. I will
clarify what I mean by "logical framework in a work
of nonsense". For example, you might write a poem
about a secret cave (you needn't bother, I have
already written one). Throughout the poem you
must keep to the subject of this cave even though
you write the most impossible facts about the cave.
It is better to make some of your end words
rhyme.
Avoid contractions. "Do not" is usually much
more effective than "Don't".
Furthermore (do not allow this rule to entirely
discourage you, though I admit the path of the
nonsense writer is not soft) you must have a
logical progression to your poem . Yes, a nonsense
poem to be a truly first class piece must tell some
story. It must have a beginning, a middle, an end.
(The exception to this rule is what is called a
horatory nonsense poem [see "Maybe. . . No, I
Doubt It"] , a nonsense poem that plays variations
on a theme.)
Do not accuse me of laying down a law that the
nonsense poem must have a moral. That is far from
the case: In fact here I am entering on the area that
is the supreme happiness and area of undisguised
power for the nonsense writer. You see, the great
characteristic of the talented nonsense writer is the
awareness of his freedom to sling words and phrases
and grammatical rules around pell mell. Phrases
about fat old men, gossiping ladies, misers, villainry,
hard work, disasters - all of the inequities of the world
that so oppress the sober mind. The supreme happiness and area of undisguised power of the nonsense
writer is that HE IS ABLE TO SLING SUCH
PHRASES AROUND. AJI of these words that can
connote cruelty and unhappiness - the nonsense writer
is breezily throwing these phrases in the air and
revealing them in a light vein. He is somehow oblivious to the world's sorrow.
Look at the nonsense writer seated smiling at
his desk. He is laughing at the world, boldly ignoring
its cherished standards, cleverly refusing to reveal
solutions that only he is aware of and could pull
forth at any moment. He is the man who is smiling
and you wonder what his grin is all about. The
nonsense writer has mastered all of Life on a piece
of paper in his private study.

J. Wilson
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PROFESSOR PLOP
Professor Plop was round and fat
And he was big as well
Five hundred pounds of solid fat
A hundred more of swell.
A fiery man with great white teeth
And toes that wrinkled pink
A bulbous nose that pointed out
And at dinner-time would blink.
Though Plop was strange and also odd
And somewhat partly mad
The awfullest thing about this man
Was that his words were bad.
This Plop would take a simple word
And tum it into a pru:agraph
(The shortest word he ever used
Was "iniosioliaph").

In school the students never knew
A word that he would speak
This man who called Watson Moths latin names
And spelled his name in Greek.

His words were big, his words were large
His words were dark and hazy
To diagram a single one
Would drive a pedant crazy.

One day he made a wordy speech
To all the local residents
A skinny country man passed by
And thought it was the President.

His sentences were pulled and stretched
A run, a gasp, a totter
It took almost all of June
For him to ask for water.

The country man shook twice his head
And rattled all his bones
"Is that there man talkin' English talk
Or is them painful moans?"

At home the professor had a wife
Who listened there for years
They say that just before her death
She grew on four more ears.

It's sad to say, but must be said
How Plop did meet his end
He opened wide his mongus mouth
And choked on "veraclavimandisend".
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CHILDHOOD
Childhood is a time when a mystery is no mystery, but a simple fact of life. It is a time for play
without pressures and simple joys in simple things.
It is a time for acceptance of all things as they are:
clothes, food, brothers, sisters, sleep. It is a time
for accepting without realizing how much we are
truly loved. Childhood is the age we must all become before we enter the kingdom of heaven.
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Home from school
Home from school
Up the Big Hill
Up the Little Hill
Lunch box swinging
Spelling book dripping papers
Through the hedge-gap
Up the stone steps
Reach ... Pull the latch down .
Someday I'll be big enough.
"Gramma! I'm home!"
WAIT! wait .
Gramma's not here.
I'm home, but she ...
Oh, I hope Mommy didn ' t hear me call.
She cried when Aunt Phyllis told us
That Gramma had left.
She sat by the kitchen door,
My arms around her waist,
"Don't cry, Mommy. Please don't cry ."
Dickie was scared.
Mommy shouldn't cry.
Only he and sisser do that .
"Don't cry, Mommy. Please don't cry ."
Daddy prayed.
And t·he wind messed up his hair .
And there were all those flowers .. .
But the trees were bare.
I hope Mommy didn't hear me call .
Please don't cry anymore.
Dickie and I are here.
And I ' m big enough now.
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Funny. Funny . She could laugh at this. She laughed. She laughed again. The clown
was finally soaked. The man had hit the target. The people all around her laughed if they
felt like it. Some didn't. Bramble laughed. Funny.
"Where'd that youngin go?"
"Which one?"
"You tryin' to git smart?"
"You mean Bramble?"
"Who else would I mean? She's the only one missin', ain't she?"
"Chuck, Hon, 'd you see where yur other sister took off to?"
"I don' know, Mom. Her'n Lem was over yonder jus' a secon't ago."
"Lem?"
"Don' do you no good to ask me. She was pokin' along right there till jus' now.
don' know. Guess she jus' now got gone."
"To the life of me Mannie, I can't see why you don' keep yur fam'ly together. We
gotta set back home soon and there ain't time to hunt all over creation for a prattle-brained
brat."
"It's not all over creation, Grandad."
"Huh?"
"I said it ain't all over creation."
"Chukky-boy, what you runnin' yur jaw about?"
"You said we'd haf to hunt all over creation for Bramble and it's not all over creation:
She ain't all over creation. She's here somewhere on the fairgrounds. That's not all over
creation."
"Shut your face, Chu kky-boy."
She had it all figured out. If she had a dime she would pick the yellow duck with the
fly speck on its beak. But if she had a quarter she would try the pink one with the paint
chipped off the tail too. And then the third chance would be any of the blue ones. For
her prize she -would want the yellow rabbit. She didn't have a quarter though. She didn't
have a dime. Her shoes were dusty.
"Lem, you sure she didn' say she was gain' nowhere?"
"Yeah, Mom ... I'm gittin' hungry."
"Papa, you reckon you all should go ahead and get some hot dogs, and I go hunt her?"
"You've gotta eat, Mannie."
''I'll eat when I find her. You kids go ahead over yonder to the booth with yur
Grandad and git some hot dogs. I'm gonna hunt for Bramble."
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"Can I git a hamburger?"
"Yeah, Gal. You eat a hamburger. Tell 'em all to wait on me over there. Don't any
of ya move."
"Yeah, Mom."
"My stars! They look like angels!" She looked all around. No one had heard her.
She really didn't mean to say it out loud. But they did look like angels.
There were about twenty of them, all dressed alike in green and yellow flowered
dresses. Most of them had on little pale yellow vests. There was a pretty lady lining some
of them up and a large woman in purple handing out more pale yellow vests from the back
seat of a car. An angel with a yellow bow in her hair called out, "Want to practice?"
Nearly half the girls ran from the pretty lady's line to the yellow hairbow angel.
Then Bramble knew they were angels. She knew they were angels because she heard
angelic voices. They were singing. They sounded good . Cousin Earl's quartet from up in
Popper's Hollow sounded good, but the angels sounded, well, they sounded good. Cousin
Earl's own girls could never sing like these, these . .. the angels.
My goodness! Wonder of wonders! · The yellow hairbow angel was waving to her.
She looked behind to see who else was there. There wasn't anyone. The angel was waving
at her, and calling her.
"Do you know this song?"
"Nope."
"Oh . How about this one--where's the song sheet? Here, this one ... no? What about
the next one?"
"I know 'Old Rugged Cross'."
"Yes, we sing that in church. But how about some club songs? Which do you know?"
"Club songs?"
"You know, like you sing in your meetings."
Another angel spoke up, "Maybe she isn't in the Sunshine Shapers."
"Aren't you a Sunshine Girl?"
"What's that?"
"Didn't you come today with your chapter for the song fest?"
"No. I came with my Mom and Grandad and brothers and sister."
"Oh. But you can sing anyway. You probably know some of the songs from school.
What grade are you in?"
"Fourth."
"I'm in the fifth, but Nancy's in the fourth."
"I've got a sister named Nancy."
"Really? What's your name?"
"I'm Bramble."
"Bramble? That's a funny name. I'm Lisa, and this is my best friend, Sue Ellen.
We're all in the Sunshine Shapers Club. You know, they started it for girls all over the city.
I'll bet there's one in your school. They asked our chapter to lead the song fest. Golly,
but we ought to practice!"
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"Yeah, let's start with number three and teach it to Bramble. Here, Bramble, we're
going to stand like this, and you stand there-- no, there."
Bramble learned the song. She kne·w the next one. Then they all clapped hands in
a rhythm song. She was right with the angels. Then she taught them a song her Mom sang.
And the pretty lady watched her. The pretty lady smiled at her too, when Bramble
happened to look up into the pretty pretty-lady face.
"Wait. We can't do anymore now. Mom says to line up."
"She's yur Mother?"
"Sure, Bramble."
"She's sure purty."
"Who, Mother? Oh, Mother, this is Bramble. Can she sing with us?" The pretty lady
looked at Bramble and a strange expression flashed across her face. But, certainly Bramble
could sing with them . Bramble could even teach _filj_the girls her new song. And Bramble's
heart bounced up and leaped across the sky! She was going to sing with the angels.
" Brenda Marie Wolf!''
Bramble's heart returned and thudded through her stomach to her heels. Mom was
angry. Mom was very angry. "Mom! These girls are Sunshine Shapers and I'm going to
sing with them!"
"It's nearly time for us to leave and you're com in' back with me before yur Grandad
gets plumb wore out. He's gotta be back in time to do the milkin'." The pretty lady was
talking to Mom . She was telling her that they would love to have Bramble stay and sing
with them . But, no, Mom had to leave. Did the pretty lady look relieved? Bramble glanced
at her feet. Her shoes were dusty.
"Well, Mannie, where'd she take a notion to wander oft to?"
"Only straight down the midway to the open air theater."
"I was gain' to sing with the angels, Grandad."
"Sing? Sure Bramble. Ask the lady for somethin' to eat. You want a hot dog?"
The fat girl with ketchup and grease on her apron brought Bramble a hot dog and a
coke. Mom was eating French fries. Everyone else was through eating. Grandad sighed
and slapped at a fly on the counter top.
"Grandad, the angels asked me to sing with them."
"Huh?"
"The angels in green and yellow flowered dresses asked me to sing with them."
"Jabber, jabber, jabber. I'm tired and you've kep~ this fam'ly waitin' on you long
enough . Now, you gonna eat or jabber?"
" I wanted to sing with the angels."
"Shut yur face, Youngin ."
One tear slipped out, then another. Grandad looked at Bramble. "Come on, Youngin.
Don't blubber over it. Eat yur hot dog."
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F RECK LES
Oh spots
That fleck my skin
Yo u 've troub led me so long
I care not fo r your brownish b lu sh
Flake off!
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LULLABY

Of all the ages one can be
the very best is two or three
'cause then my mommy rocks me so
and daddy never lets me go .

CHILDREN'S POEM
As soon as I can find a way
I plan to bite some air.
The sound will crunch like apples crisp
Not squish like too-ripe pears!
The juice will scurry down my chin
Like rivets in the rain;
My blouse will swallow up what's left I hope air doesn ' t stain!

L. Spooner, D. Wallis, L. Spooner
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A PRAYER FOR MY SON
Father of earth, may my boy be your son Bold bathtub splasher, cheerful red-haired wretch
Protect his small life from the envious one .
Let this bow-legged stocky stander run
Ruddy in cold with his face skin on stretch.
Father of air, may my boy be your son .
Ear to the rug, he anticipates fun.
He smiles to feel the future move near.
Protect his small life from the envious one.
Turn his white soft body ripe with the sun.
Mature him passionate, pure, not severe.
Father of fire, may my boy be your son.
Palms turning outward, yawns barely begun,
He knuckles clear tears from his brown round eyes.
Protect his small life from the envious one.
When this world
Nor his fair flesh
Father of blood,
Protect his small
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wakes him, may he not be undone,
become feast for the flies.
may my boy be your son.
life from the envious one.

Why is it
that I am not troubled by the old troubles
that I walk proudly among my enemies
and greet my friends loudly
await each day with fervous anticipation
long to engage all challenges that confront me
find tumultous delight in smoky valleys
and sunlit garden walks
Since YOU came along to understand me
wait silently in our favorite place
tease me by the hour
and kiss me tightly on the patio at night.
Before
I didn't really care if I won or not
and even crackling fires were not impressive .

Warm th is not only in the heat of fire
but in the color of it and the way it laughs
when it crackles.
Warm th is not only in wide smiles
in the face of one well known
but in its surroundings smiling eyes and crinkled nose.

Doodles in the margin
Scriboles on the lines
Stray thoughts across the page
Words of meaning and no meaning
Reflections of yesterday
Dreams of today
Hopes for tomorrow.
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SMILES

If you're Cilreful vou won't 5how 11
You can guard 11 ;ind ~use pain,

or.

You can V,.-,re 11, cind !or the first t1ml!
really commun,cam with others.

It's a rGlher p;,inless process.

It

Ci:ln be as gentle as an .ivtumn leaf,

As proud as o mother rabbit,

a-.

As qumt
1 sunset.
And twice as beautiful.
You need lttlle pracuce,

But you can only smve for ~rfec11on.

G,ve yourself a chance
Give others your smile.

and I pause to I isten
and hear your name
quietly whispered in the
gently threading breezes stopping to meditate
upon the calm it
lends
and then I am able to go on

In the poverty of my words I can speak only these Thank you.

C. Starzer, M. Olney, L. Schwab I 43

Share with me the beauty
we can find together
Alone on this earth
regardless of weather
We can search for places
seen only in dreams
Things shall finally be
only as they seem.
We won't have to bother
with things that don't matter
That which only makes noise
and disturbs with clatter
Mountains we climb then
will give a view
Which from the top
is so fresh and new.
Love will grow and enfold
all which is in its range
With its power yet unsurpassed
seeking never harm nor revenge
The sun will guide us
into and through every day
So shall warmth and beauty
surround us in what they convey .

•
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TO SOMEONE I LOVE?
Alone, with thoughts of you
magnified loneliness coming through on the loud-speakers of my mind.
Unsure, insecure people all around, rational thoughts not to be found .
In times of confusion and in stress
i turn to God.
i ask for truth, and that is all
no truth means fall, destruction, the end.
But what i want to say is
that i hope i have found love
i think i have
But a day, a year, more are not enough to know.
Why?
changings; things rearranged.
Neither can we find love if i believe you are pure and good and right.
Only God is Holy in my sight.
Soi maintain, love comes not as quick as bullets from a revolutionary 's gun,
neither does it burst upon people like a weatherman' s bomb,
but like a flower it grows.
Seed, sprout, bud.
And when in full bloom in love's case everlasting,
beautiful to see,
a new me to make.
What i seek A Christian love, sure in God, sure in the hope that waiting is worthwhile
if love has a value.
Uncertainty is needed to test if love has strength enough to pass the test and
definition of love.
Alone, with thoughts of you,
I pray for love.

D. DeJong
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So you're waiting
foolish young man
Don't let that stop you from living .
It 's like He's got your rib
(you feel that aching void)
Don't act like you can't live without it.
So you're waiting
foolish young man
Don't give up your hope for now
what He forms of you
will be yours 'til death ,
Made from a plan that is also you
she will pour into the mold
of your aching void.
So you're waiting
foolish young man
Don't think you'll never wish
that you had kept on waiting:
Stop for a moment
to look at the wickedness she was made from.
So you're waiting too
lonely little girl come, please
Fill my wife-shaped void
don't wait any longer ...
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GOD I SAW YOU TONIGHT
God, I saw you tonight
You were walking and talking
Among flaming tongues of warmest fire.
We sat, God, on logs and watched logs burn.
I saw you on faces
That glowed gladly.
And I heard you
In hard rain tonight.
I heard you in a small still voice.
I felt you, heard you, saw you.
Why must some ~ople put you in their
Cramped up matchboxes?

My father's soft shoulder
A pillow for my head;
Night not a terror
As the light shines more.
And I awake
To Morning Sunshine
Beaming the sands
Of the Golden Shore
Where I've longed to anchor.
Death.
An awakening
Like Father laid
Me gently in my bed.

TANGLES
Lead us through
The tangles of our youth
Let your face
Shine on and over-us.
Untangle our strands of tangles
And lead us with a hard
And loving hand
We are tumbled in our tangle
And struggle, strangle when
Cut off from you.
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SEE THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY
I had a dream.
How many broken dreams
do you see
in a mirror dimly .
Look in the mirror .
Rippled lines divide
the figure
distort the image .
My dream is in there
Distorted
Hazy
Sometimes I imagine
the impurities
have been lifted
and my dream made clear
before me.
I leave
contented
But I return
and look again.
It's as hazy as before
only worse.
Now the image is
blurred by tears
of disappointment
and hurt.
I laid hold on a dream
and it shattered
in my hands.
It lies at my feet.
I am guilty of impatience, God.
Teach me
Patience.

D. Wallis
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i will not be a book;
numbered, encumbered
for people who - look
i am me
free to be
to behave as a slave
to the one I AM
whereby we are
i would be a song
sing along!
i will become a hum
or a whistle in the dark
in the day you may
find me a familiar Spirit
noisome, joysome
full of LIFE! and love
from God above.
AMEN

CINQUAIN : TO MISS VAN

I wish
all people knew
the joy of being loved
by God who cares and prompts a heart
to sing.

Sheep on a hillside
In the care of God and man Let us be like them.

Run with me into
the arms of life, He'll hold you
through eternity ...
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A THING CALLED RAIN:
As the storm gathered
The pitter-patter of the softly falling rain
pounded against my being,
The freshness and beauty of it all was untold .
life is so great, so good and desirable.
It's as though God is there pressing upon you the true beauty of His creation.
The wind whispered through the trees
yet, He is there
His being floods over me just as a swollen stream.
The driving force of rain - shatters the stillness
But it commands, "Be still and know that I am God".
As the water rustles the leaves and grass,
God is walking about in His creation.
Now as the storm subsides, life again resumes
The sun manifests the radiance of God's glory . ..
The epitome of a rainbow is brightening the gray,
hazy sky.
For a sinful people, a true promise of love portrayed
But, Christ's blood washes all sin away ...
just as the rain clears the air.
Thus, the beauty and power of a just God are displayed.

D. Browne
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Praise Him!
All you sprinkled flowers
Wet and spongy with your drink
Praise Him!
All you heavy rocks
With bed so soft of earth
Praise Him!
You glowing sun
With heat and head of light
Praise Him!
You whose voices sing
With hearts that shou.t
Praise Him!
You birds that fly
Ground is ever below you
Praise Him!
All you animals
With movement He has given
Praise Him!
For the day He gives
In beauty He has given.
Pr"aise Him!
You golden Earth
You green dot in dust.
Praise Him!
For a beauty Earth,
An Earth that does indeed praise Him!
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He made my feet like hinds' feet , and set me secure on heights.
Psalm 18 :33

